Title: CABLE MANAGEMENT DEVICE FOR RACK MOUNTED EQUIPMENT

Abstract: A cable management device includes a cable management channel having a cable rest slot for routing a cable into and out of the cable management channel and a mounting bracket coupled to the cable management channel for fastening the cable management channel to a surface, such as an equipment enclosure rail, and for moving the cable management channel and the cable between a first position and a second position. The cable management channel may be advantageously released from the mounting bracket for moving the cable management channel between the first position and the second position to service an area of the equipment enclosure normally covered by the cable management channel. Alternatively, the cable management channel may be rotated on the mounting bracket to move the cable management channel away from the area of the equipment enclosure normally covered by the cable management channel.
CABLE MANAGEMENT DEVICE FOR RACK MOUNTED EQUIPMENT

Cross Reference to Related Applications


Background of the Invention

The present invention relates generally to routing a number of cables between components at various locations. More specifically, but without limitation thereto, the present invention relates to a cable management device for rack mounted equipment.

Summary of the Invention

In one aspect of the present invention, a cable management channel may be conveniently removed from an area normally covered by the cable management channel without having to untie or detach cables, for example, to provide access to equipment located behind the cable management channel. In one embodiment, a cable management device includes a cable management channel having at least one cable routing slot for routing a cable in and out of the cable management channel, a cable retainer for holding the cable inside the cable management channel, and a mounting bracket coupled to the cable management channel for fastening the cable management channel to a surface, such as an equipment rack enclosure rail, and for moving the cable management channel and the cable between a first position and a second position. The cable management channel may be advantageously released from the mounting bracket for moving the cable management channel between the first position and the second position to service an area of the equipment enclosure normally covered by the cable.
management channel. Alternatively, the cable management channel may be rotated on the mounting bracket to move the cable management channel away from the area of the equipment enclosure normally covered by the cable management channel. In the first position, the cable management channel may cover an area directly in front of the equipment rack enclosure. In the second position, the cable management channel may be located a distance away from the area directly in front of the equipment rack enclosure, for example, to provide access to the area directly behind the cable management channel that is covered by the cable management channel in the first position. The mounting bracket may be coupled to the cable management channel so that the cable management channel may be released from the mounting bracket, or the mounting bracket may be coupled so that the cable management channel may be rotated on the mounting bracket to move the cable management channel between the first position and the second position. A cable hitching slot may also be formed in the cable management channel for inserting and replacing cables without having to thread an end of the cable through the cable management channel.

**Brief Description of the Drawings**

The present invention is illustrated by way of example and not limitation in the accompanying figures, in which like references indicate similar elements throughout the several views of the drawings, and in which:

FIG. 1 illustrates a cable management device that includes a mounting bracket release according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 illustrates a cable management device that includes a mounting bracket pivot according to an embodiment of the present invention; and
FIG. 3 illustrates a cable management device that includes a mounting bracket release and a parking tab according to an alternative embodiment of the present invention.

Elements in the figures are illustrated for simplicity and clarity and have not necessarily been drawn to scale. For example, the dimensions of some of the elements in the figures may be exaggerated relative to other elements to help to improve understanding of the following description of the illustrated embodiments.

**Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiment**

FIG. 1 illustrates a cable management device that includes a detachable mounting bracket according to an embodiment of the present invention. Shown in FIG. 1 are a cable management channel 102, mounting brackets 104, cables 106, cable rest slots 108, a cable hitching slot 110, channel latches 112, plug-in modules 114, equipment enclosure rails 116, an end slot 118, and cable retainers 120.

In a typical configuration of modular electronic hardware in applications such as telecommunications, a number of plug-in modules 114 are connected by cables 106 that are attached to the front of the plug-in modules 114, typically by cable connectors (not shown).

As the number of cables 106 increases, it becomes increasingly difficult to keep the cables 106 organized in a manner that does not interfere with replacing failed plug-in modules 114 or with servicing other equipment such as fan assemblies (not shown) that may be mounted on the equipment enclosure rails 116 above and below the plug-in modules 114. For example, cable ties are commonly used to bundle cables 106 into harnesses. Several cable ties may have to be cut to move the harness away from the area covered by the harness if
access to a module or to other equipment behind a cable becomes necessary, and afterward the cable ties have to be replaced. In the arrangement of FIG. 1, however, the cables 106 are advantageously bundled inside the cable management channel 102. The cable management channel 102 may be released from the mounting brackets 104 by the channel latches 112 to move the cables 106 away from the area over the plug-in modules 114 covered by the cables 106, for example, to provide access to equipment located behind the cables 106.

The equipment enclosure rails 116 may be, for example, industry standard 19-inch rack mount rails such as found in commercially manufactured electronic equipment enclosures. The plug-in modules 114 may be mechanically supported and electrically connected by, for example, a standard, commercially manufactured rack mounted chassis (not shown). The cable management channel 102 is supported on the equipment enclosure rails 116 by the mounting brackets 104, preferably so that the cable management channel 102 does not block access to the plug-in modules 114, however the cable management channel 102 may also be fastened to the equipment enclosure rails 116 by the mounting brackets 104 in other positions and orientations to suit specific applications. The mounting brackets 104 may be fastened to the equipment enclosure rails 116, for example, by screws, welding, or other well known fastening methods. In this example, the mounting brackets 104 are fastened to the equipment enclosure rails 116 directly above the plug-in modules 114 by screws.

Each of the cables 106 is terminated at one end of a plug-in module 114, preferably by a connector (not shown) that may be conveniently attached and released from the plug-in module 114. Each of the cables 106 may be conveniently routed through one of the cable rest
slots 108 and into the cable management channel 102 through the cable hitching slot 110. In this example, each of the cable rest slots 108 is formed in the bottom of the cable management channel 102. A first portion of the cable rest slot 108 extends from the front of the cable management channel 102 toward the back of the cable channel 102, and a second portion of the cable rest slot 108 extends from the first portion in a direction parallel to the cable management channel 102. A vertical section of each of the cables 106 is inserted from the front through the first portion of a cable rest slot 108 and is held inside the cable management channel 102 by the second portion of the cable rest slot 108. Each of the cables 106 is then routed through the cable management channel 102 and may be routed out of the cable management channel 102 through either another cable rest slot 108 to a plug-in module 114 or through the end slot 118 formed in the mounting brackets 104 at one or both ends of the cable management channel 102. The cable rest slot 108 may also be formed with additional second portions to accommodate additional cables 106. In the example illustrated, there are two second portions formed for each of the cable rest slots 108, and one of the cables 106 is routed through each of the second portions. In other embodiments, multiple cables may be routed through a second portion of a cable rest slot 108.

The cable hitching slot 110 is a gap formed between the back of the cable management channel 102 and each of the cable retainers 120 along the length of the cable management channel 102 that allows the cables 106 to be inserted or replaced in the cable management channel 102 over the cable retainers 120 without having to pull an end of a cable 106 through the cable management channel 102. This feature avoids the necessity of having to remove connectors from the
cables 106 to thread them through the cable management channel 102.

In the event that access to the area behind the cable management channel 102 is desired, the channel latches 112 may be actuated according to well known techniques to release the cable management channel 102 from the mounting brackets 104. The cable management channel 102 may then be pulled away from the area behind the cable management channel 102. In this example, the cable management channel 102 may be parked in a lower position on the mounting brackets 104 while the equipment in the area above the plug-in modules 114 is being serviced. Afterward, the cable management channel 102 may be refastened to the mounting brackets 104 by the channel latches 112.

The cable management channel 102 and the mounting brackets 104 may be made of a metal or plastic material formed according to well known techniques.

FIG. 2 illustrates a cable management device that includes a pivoted mounting bracket according to an embodiment of the present invention. Details similar to the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 1 have been omitted to simplify the illustration of each of the pivoted mounting brackets 204.

In this example, no channel latches are included on the cable management channel 202. Instead, the cable management channel 202 is moved away from the area behind the cable management channel 202 by rotating the cable management channel 202 on the pivoted mounting brackets 204 between a first position in front of the area behind the cable management channel 202 and a second position (shown in dashed lines) away from the area behind the cable management channel 202. Each of the pivoted mounting brackets 204 includes a pivot or swivel 206 attached to an arm 208. The arm 208 is formed on or fastened to the cable management channel 202.
Detents or other devices may be included in the pivoted mounting brackets 204 according to well known techniques to prevent the cable management channel 202 from rotating on the mounting brackets 204 accidentally.

FIG. 3 illustrates a cable management device according to an alternative embodiment of the present invention. Shown in FIG. 3 are a cable management channel 302, mounting brackets 304, cable rest slots 308, a cable hitching slot 310, channel latches 312, an end slot 318, cable retainers 320, parking slots 322, and parking tabs 324.

The cable management channel 302 is supported on the equipment enclosure rails (not shown) by the mounting brackets 304 as described with regard to FIG. 1. In this example, the cable retainers 320 are spaced apart between the cable rest slots 308 along the length of the cable management channel 302 to facilitate routing of the cables 106 through the cable rest slots 308. The cable hitching slot 310 allows the cables 306 to be inserted or replaced in the cable management channel 302 over the cable retainers 320.

In the event that access to the area behind the cable management channel 302 is desired, the channel latches 312 may be actuated according to well known techniques to release the cable management channel 302 from the mounting brackets 304. The cable management channel 302 may then be removed from a first position on the mounting brackets 304 and parked in a second position by hooking the parking slots 322 on either side of the cable management channel 302 over the parking tabs 324 formed on the lower portion of the mounting brackets 304. The cable management channel 302 may be refastened to the mounting brackets 304 by the channel latches 312. Alternatively, the cable management channel 302 may be pivoted on mounting brackets as described with regard to FIG. 2.
While the invention herein disclosed has been described by means of specific embodiments and applications thereof, numerous modifications and variations could be made thereto by those skilled in the art without departing from the scope of the invention set forth in the following claims.
What Is Claimed Is:

1. A cable management device comprising:
   a cable management channel having at least one
   cable rest slot formed therein for routing a cable in or
   out of the cable management channel; and
   a mounting bracket coupled to the cable
   management channel for moving the cable management
   channel and the cable between one of a first position and
   a second position.

2. The cable management device of Claim 1
   further comprising a latch coupled to the cable
   management channel for releasing the cable management
   channel from the mounting bracket.

3. The cable management device of Claim 1
   wherein the mounting bracket comprises a parking tab for
   engaging a slot formed in the cable management channel to
   support the cable management channel in the second
   position.

4. The cable management device of Claim 1
   further comprising a pivot coupled to the mounting
   bracket for rotating the cable management channel between
   the first position and the second position.

5. The cable management device of Claim 1
   further comprising an end slot formed in at least one end
   of the cable management channel for routing the cable
   into or out of the at least one end of the cable
   management channel.

6. The cable management device of Claim 1
   further comprising a cable retainer coupled to the cable
   management channel for holding the cable in the cable
   management channel.
7. The cable management device of Claim 6 further comprising a hitching slot coupled to the cable management channel for routing the cable over the cable retainer and into the cable management channel.

8. The cable management device of Claim 1 further comprising a cable rest slot formed in the cable management channel for receiving a vertical portion of the cable.

9. The cable management device of Claim 8 wherein the cable rest slot comprises a first portion that extends from a front side of the cable management channel toward a back side of the cable management channel and a second portion that extends from the first portion parallel to the cable management channel for holding the cable inside the cable management channel.

10. A cable management channel comprising:
    cable management channel means for routing a cable in or out of the cable management channel means; and
    mounting bracket means coupled to the cable management channel means for fastening the cable management channel means to a surface and for supporting the cable management channel means in one of a first position and a second position.

11. The cable management device of Claim 10 further comprising latch means coupled to the cable management channel means for releasing the cable management channel means from the mounting bracket means.

12. The cable management device of Claim 10 wherein the mounting bracket means comprises parking tab
means to support the cable management channel in the second position.

13. The cable management device of Claim 10 further comprising pivot means coupled to the mounting bracket means for rotating the cable management channel means between the first position and the second position.

14. The cable management device of Claim 10 further comprising cable retainer means coupled to the cable management channel means for holding the cable in the cable management channel.

15. The cable management device of Claim 14 further comprising hitching slot means coupled to the cable retainer means for inserting and removing the cable from the cable management channel means.

16. The cable management device of Claim 10 further comprising cable rest slot means coupled to the cable management channel means for receiving a vertical portion of the cable.

17. A method for cable management comprising: moving the cable management channel and the cable between one of a first position and a second position.

18. The method of Claim 17 further comprising releasing the cable management channel from the mounting bracket.

19. The method of Claim 17 further comprising rotating the cable management channel between the first position and the second position.
20. The method of Claim 17 further comprising holding the cable in the cable management channel by a cable retainer.

21. The method of Claim 17 further comprising routing the cable over the cable retainer and into the cable management channel.

22. The method of Claim 17 further comprising receiving a vertical portion of the cable in a cable rest slot.
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